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Abstract
The problems of outbound translation, machine translation user confidence and user inter-

action are not yet fully explored. The goal of the online modular system Ptakopět is to provide
tools for studying these phenomena. Ptakopět is a proof-of-concept system for examining user
interaction with enhanced machine translation. It can be used either for actual translation or
running experiments on human annotators. In this article, we aim to describe its main com-
ponents and to show how to use Ptakopět for further research. We also share tips for running
experiments and setting up a similar online annotation environment.

Ptakopětwas already used for outboundmachine translation experiments, andwe cover the
results of the latest experiment in a demonstration to show the research potential of this tool.
We show quantitatively that even though backward translation improves machine-translation
user experience, it mainly increases users’ confidence and not the translation quality.

1. Introduction

Internet users often find themselves in need to produce a text in a foreign language
they do not speak perfectly. This poses a problem as the users are not able to validate
the machine translation result. Our goal is to explore this user–computer interaction
and to demonstrate what tools may help the users in these scenarios, increasing their
confidence in the produced translations.

For this purpose, we describe Ptakopět, a system which can help with outbound
translation. Moreover, it can be extended by other tools and offers an environment for
examining usage strategies of outbound translation.
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1.1. Machine Translation Usage

Machine translation usage can be for some purposes broadly divided into inbound
and outbound translation. In inbound translation, mostly gisting, we are the recip-
ients of a message in a foreign–language and it is our responsibility to understand
it correctly. It is typically reading websites and e-mails in a foreign language. This
use case is characterized by lower quality requirements and the translation not being
distributed further.

In outbound translation, the direction of the message is from us to someone else
and it is our responsibility to ensure that the message is grammatical- and content-
wise correct. An example here is communication by e-mail or filling in foreign lan-
guage forms. The quality standard here is higher than in gisting.

Reasonable users would not blindly trust the output of a publicly available MT
service. Further, they would not paste it into an e-mail andwould not send it to some-
one. In both cases, inbound and outbound translation, feedback on quality is needed.
This is true especially in outbound translation because small grammatical errors in in-
bound translation do not prevent understanding of the message. They, however, do
matter in outbound translation because ungrammatical messages could lead to being
perceived as unprofessional. This feedback on translation quality should tell users if
the translation is correct and if not, which parts contain errors.

The goal is also to increase the users’ confidence in machine translation, which,
however, cannot be done just by always reporting that everything is correct. To build
trust, the whole complex MT service needs to look reliable, that is, to report on ade-
quate occasions that the MT failed and what to do to fix it.

1.2. Existing Approaches

The most rudimentary form of outbound translation solution, especially when the
target language is completely unknown to the users, is to perform amanual roundtrip
translation (machine translating the result of the forward translation back to the orig-
inal language). This relies heavily on the assumption that a potential error would
only happen in the forward translation and never in the backward translation. This is
sometimes not the case. New errors can happen in the backward translation as well
and in some cases, the new error may revert the original one. This is shown in the last
row (English MT) in Figure 1.

Orthogonal to this is automatic MT quality estimation (QE). The goal of this task
is to determine which parts of the forward translation are poorly translated. It is done
onword-, phrase-, sentence- or document-level. Companies such asMemsource1 and
Unbabel2 use QE models (Kepler et al., 2019) to automatically decide which texts

1memsource.com/blog/2018/10/01/machine-translation-quality-estimation-memsources-latest-ai-
powered-feature/

2unbabel.com/blog/unbabel-translation-quality-systems/
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svírá úhel de
−→ Er schließt den Winkel. cs

−→ Zavírá úhel.
forms an angle he closes the angle closes the angle

svírá úhel fr
−→ Sait l’angle cs

−→ Zná úhel
forms an angle knows the angle knows the angle

svírá úhel en
−→ grips the angle cs

−→ svírá úhel
forms an angle grips the angle forms an angle

Figure 1. Example of error masking in backward translation in English MT compared to
German and French MT in which the forward translation error is revealed. Based on a
figure from (Zouhar, 2020). Capitalization and punctuation preserved from the MT

output.

need to be post-edited and to what extent. Such tools are, however, missing in pub-
licly available machine translation services, such asMicrosoft Bing Translator, Google
Translate or DeepL. The last two services provide alternatives to words and phrases,
respectively. Showing alternative translations can also lead to higher user confidence
in the system, but it does not help in case the users do not know the target language
at all.

1.3. Source Complexity Application

In the context of outbound translation, we would also like to let the users know
which parts of the input they should reformulate and focus on to make the output
better. Highlighting poorly translated words is the most straightforward application
of QE. By using word-alignment between the source text and the translation, we can
then estimate which words in the input map to the problematic words in the output.

However, for someMT errors, it is not a specific word that worsens the translation
but rather problems in agreements or syntactic structures. Source tokens selected
by the described approach are not always responsible for the wrong translation and
substituting them may not lead to an improvement. Niehues and Pham (2019) try
to model source complexity by comparing the inputs to the training data seen by the
MT, which leads to better results than mapping QE to source.
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Figure 2. Ptakopět is used to translate a simple Czech noun phrase to German. QE
highlights parts of both source and target that were translated incorrectly. Figure from

(Zouhar, 2020).

2. Ptakopět

Ptakopět is a system for outboundmachine translation and the exploration of user
strategies. It was first presented in (Zouhar and Bojar, 2020; Zouhar, 2020). It is pub-
licly available,3 the code is open-source4 and a brief user and technical documentation
is also available.5

Two other versions of Ptakopět (old-1 and old-2)6 predate the current version.
Their focus was purely outbound translation on the Internet. The current and final
version of Ptakopět broadens the focus from only providing an outbound translation
tool to also offering a system for analyzing user strategies in dealing with machine
translation.

3ptakopet.vilda.net
4github.com/zouharvi/ptakopet
5ptakopet.vilda.net/docs
6github.com/zouharvi/ptakopet-old
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2.1. Usage

The system offers backward translation, quality estimation, source complexity and
paraphrases to help with outbound translation. All of these modules are demon-
strated in Figure 2. The top left text area is used for input, the top right forMT output,
the bottom left for backward translation and the bottom right for input paraphrases.

The output of the quality estimation is used to highlight erroneous words in the
translated output. These words are mapped to the input using word-alignment to
estimate problematic source words, which are then also highlighted.

In Figure 2 we see that for the input student gymnázia (grammar school student) the
output ein student der Gymnastik (a student of gymnastics) appeared instead of ein Gym-
nasiast (a grammar school student). Without knowing any German and just by looking
at the output, the users could get a false sense of having received a correct translation
because the output generally looks like a valid German sentence and the lexemes look
similar to what would someone expect in this translation.

Fortunately, this translation errormanifested itself in the backward translation and
was also detected by quality estimation, which got projected to the source sentence.
The affected erroneous parts were highlighted red. The users are now informed that
in order to make the translation correct, they must change the last word in the input.
For that, the paraphraser module offers several possibilities.7

The system is connected to many backends which provide machine translation,
quality estimation, word alignment, tokenization, paraphrasing and logging. Natu-
rally, not all backends work with every language pair, and some are more suited for
specific testing needs. A menu is shown after clicking the button in the top left cor-
ner in Figure 2. It contains settings for switching between the available backends. In
Section 3.2 we show how experiment definitions interact with these settings.

2.2. Architecture

The system is composed of three parts: server, frontend and experiment design
and data processing suite. The Ptakopět server8 is used to provide some of the back-
end services for the frontend, such as quality estimation or tokenization and has no
special role compared to other backends except for logs collection.

The frontend is written in TypeScript and is designed to be highly modular. As a
result, adding new backend wrappers can be done easily by implementing a single
function. Some of these wrappers may not even use the network to resolve requests
and compute the result locally as is done, for example, with one tokenization backend
wrapper.

7Unfortunately none of the three paraphrases suggested in Figure 2 is helpful, each for a different reason.
8github.com/zouharvi/ptakopet-server
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Figure 3. An example stimulus is presented in Ptakopět. Based on this, the users are
required to produce a translation in for them an unknown language with the help of

offered tools. The target output is content-wise correct, but it is ungrammatical, because
the forward MT ommited a preposition “k” (“to” or “for”).

3. Deploying and Running Experiments

In this section we demonstrate how experiments in Ptakopět look like and how to
design them from the technical point of view.

3.1. Usage

Experiments in Ptakopět are done in the form of showing stimuli to the users and
asking them to finish the stimuliwith the help of Ptakopět. A stimulus is anything that
incentivizes users to produce a text in a foreign language. In (Zouhar and Bojar, 2020)
the stimuliwas reporting issues to an IT helpdesk, inquiring into administrative issues
and answering encyclopedic questions from the question–answering dataset SQuAD
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(Rajpurkar et al., 2018). Technically a stimulus can be any HTML entity, such as text,
an image or any more complex web form.

An example stimulus based on SQuAD is shown in Figure 3. A specific piece of
information is highlighted to which the users are expected to formulate a question in
a foreign language using Ptakopět. In this scenario, we assume that the users speak
English and do not speakCzech, so they are not able to evaluate the produced forward
translationmanually. After they are doneworkingwith this current stimulus, they se-
lect the level of confidence they have of the produced translation. Multiple events are
logged during their work, notably: incoming forward/backward translation, quality
estimation, source complexity and paraphrases.

For experiments it is sometimes also desirable to change the configuration settings.
This waywe can for example enable quality estimation only sometimes (or change the
backend) and see whether this change affects the confidence and translation quality.

3.2. Experiment design

An experiment is defined in a single JSON file, which gets loaded when a user
tries to log in using Enter experiment in Figure 2. Every experiment participant has
an assigned user ID (UID) by which they log in and are referenced in the experiment
definition. We use the concept of baked queues. We determine the sequence of stim-
uli together with their specific configurations for every user in advance as opposed
to choosing a random stimulus during the experiment. This way we can check be-
forehand that the generated queues cover for example every stimulus with a specific
number of configurations.

We also present the stimuli in so called blocks. They are used only for psychologi-
cal management purposes so that it is easier for users to split their work into several
phases. Users are notified by an alert box every time they completed a block. Our
data confirms that there is no connection between the work quality and position of
the stimulus in the block.

The experiment definition contains:
• baked queue: an array of arrays of stimuli for every user (baked queues in

blocks)
• stimuli dictionary: a string (validHTML) for every stimulus identified by stim-

ulus ID (SID)
• configuration rules: an array of regex rules and changes in settings that get

applied when the given stimulus matches the rule’s regex
Since the same stimulus can appear in different combinations for different users,

the baked queue references stimuli by SID Extended (SIDE). It is nothing more than a
SID with a suffix, separated by a special token # (e.g. p105#bt.y.pp.n.qe.y). It does
get considered when looking up the stimuli content in the stimuli dictionary.

Lastly, the structure contains rules which get applied to the settings whenever the
current stimulusmatches the regex. For example a rulewith the regex ^.*#.*qe\.y.*$
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would match the previous SIDE and could then turn the QE on. Multiple settings can
be applied at the same time. We find this pattern to be powerful because it allows us
to encode the configuration in user baked queues.

4. Results

The pilot experiment in (Zouhar and Bojar, 2020) suggested that working with an
enhanced machine translation system increases production quality. Unfortunately,
we then did not collect self-reported user confidence and had every module (except
for the paraphraser, which was not part of the experiment) always enabled.

In a small follow-up experiment, we asked 10 annotators to work with Ptakopět on
web-form stimuli (e-commerce domain).9 An excerpt of an online form with a high-
lighted field was shown (similarly as in Figure 3). The annotators were then asked
to fill this field in the target language. We used English for the source language and
Czech for the target language. Out of all annotators, 7 knewnoCzech, 2 knewRussian
(similar to Czech in some aspects) and 1 knew very little Czech. The users were each
shown 70 stimuli and they reported their confidence in the produced translation on a
scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). The 70 stimuli were shared across all users, but one
stimulus was seen by different users with different configurations. The configuration
was not constant for one user.

We used two MT systems: (1) low–quality, trained on a subsample of 5 million
sentence pairs from CzEng 1.7 (Bojar et al., 2016), and (2) high–quality, winning MT
model of Czech–English News Translation in WMT 2019 (Popel et al., 2019) trained
on over 120 million authentic and backtranslated sentence pairs in total.

The enhancement modules comprised backward translation, quality estimation
and paraphrases. Backward translation was provided by the abovementioned MT
systems trained in the opposite direction. Quality estimation is supplied by a binary
supervised classifier, whose word-level predictions are based on glass-box confidence
indicators extracted from the output of a neural MTmodel. Previously, this approach
has been successfully employed in sentence-level quality estimation (Fomicheva et al.,
2020). We trained the classifier on texts associated with the stimuli collected for this
experiment. Paraphrasing was performed using a round-trip translation from En-
glish to English through 41 mainly European pivot languages, producing one para-
phrase for each pivot language. TheMT system used here is based on the Transformer
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) sharing the encoder and the decoder for all languages.
The annotators were presented only with a selection of paraphrases yielded by 10
higher-resourced pivot languages. The modules were turned on and off during this
experiment to see how they affect the confidence and quality.

9This experiment is a part of a wider-range experiment in cooperationwith University of Edinburgh and
University of Sheffield which is still in progress. The complete results of this experiment will be presented
in a separate publication.
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Figure 4. Heatmap of the average rounded grade and self-reported user confidence
showing the distribution (all numbers sum to 1). First row in each cells shows the

percentage and the second the number of instances. Both axes are 1 (worst) to 5 (best).

The results were then graded by 3 native Czechs on the scale from 1 (worst) to
5 (best). In Figure 4, we show the heatmap for self-reported confidence and transla-
tion quality scores. The distribution mass is concentrated in the upper right part of
the graph (both high confidence and good translation quality) with very few outliers
where the confidence did not match the translation quality grade.

The Fleiss’ kappa between the native Czech speakers was 0.36 and the average
Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.68. The Pearson correlation coefficient between
the average self-reported confidence and average translation quality grade was 0.38.

The relationship between the number of tokens and confidence and quality scores
is shown in Figure 5. The translation quality decreases with source sentence length.
This is expected because longer sentences are usually more complex and harder to
translate. The confidence follows a similar pattern, onlywith slightlymore noise. This
same trend could be the result of users correctly identifying errors in long translations
using the provided tools. Their judgement could also be based on their apriori knowl-
edge and experience with MT systems which perform poorly on longer sentences.

9
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Figure 5. Relationship of the input sentence length and received confidence and
translation quality score. Both decline with increased source length.

Low-quality MT High-quality MT
Translation quality 3.91 4.18

Self-reported confidence 3.70 3.92
Time-spent 86.95s 77.45s
Interactions 13.17 11.31

Table 1. The effect of MT quality on the average stimulus confidence, translation quality,
spent time and the number of user interactions.

10
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Differences in scores, spent time and the number of interactions10 per MT model
are shown in Table 1. With the higher quality of the model, the confidence and trans-
lation quality increased by 8.22% and 6.91%, respectively. This means that increasing
MT model quality had a higher effect on the translation quality than on the confi-
dence. Users spent on average 9.5 more seconds with the lower–quality MT. This is
not because server responses took longer to complete for the lower–qualityMT11 – the
number of interactions for the lower–quality MTwas also higher. This means that the
users used the interfacemore even though they had not been toldwhatMTmodelwas
responding to their translation requests.

Figure 6. The effect of module presence on confidence and translation quality. Modules
help in all cases but to varying degrees.

10This was measured by the number of backward translation requests which are started every time for-
ward translation finishes (started upon source input) or the users manually edit the output.

11The average translation request duration for an 8-token sentence was 3.2 seconds.

11
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Figure 7. Lists of module configurations sorted by self-reported user confidence (left)
and translation quality rated by native Czech speakers (right). BP: backtranslation,

QE: quality estimation, PP: paraphrases.

Changing the configuration settings during the experiment helped us in examin-
ing which modules helped the most during this task. In Figure 6, we see how the
presence or absence of a module affected user confidence and translation quality. In
all cases, the presence of a specific module did not worsen the confidence nor the
quality. The changes in quality are, however, much less significant than the changes
in user confidence. This is most notable in backward translation for which the differ-
ence in confidence is 0.55, but the difference in quality is only 0.06.

In Figure 7 we show two columns in comparison. The left column lists configu-
rations sorted by the average self-reported user confidence while the right one lists
configurations sorted by the translation quality, respectively. The position of config-
urations with all modules on (BT QE PP) or off (-) is preserved, but there are many
changes in the position of other configurations.

From these figures, we see that any extra module helps in increasing both confi-
dence and translation quality. This refines the previous results that especially back-
ward translation improves machine translation user experience. It does improve it,
but it mainly increases users’ confidence and not the translation quality.

12
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5. Conclusion

In this article, we described the issue of outbound translation and user confidence
inmachine translation. We focused on the systemPtakopět and elaborated on theway
by which experiments on human annotators are designed in this tool and the design
patterns we found useful in the context of online annotation environments.

Finally, in Section 4 we showed some of the results of experiments done using this
system. They suggest that enhancements in the form of backward translation, quality
estimation and paraphrases help in increasing user confidence more than objective
translation quality.

The role of the user is often overlooked inMT research, which is in stark contrast to
the fact that there exist tools usable by the users that affect both the confidence and the
quality. In future experiments, we would like to extend the functionality of Ptakopět
even further to describe the effect of possible enhancement tools for MT rigidly.
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